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80th birthday party invitations templates

Sure, you could shoot out a text message inviting your neighbors over for a casual barbecue, or to make last-minute plans for an after-work drink. But if you've been planning your party for weeks, it's sometimes nice to take the route of an invitation, electronically or via snail mail. These picks are perfect for summer gatherings such as barbecues, pool parties and garden gatherings. Now, start working on
that guest list! Barbecue This charming e-card has a nostalgic gingham print inspired by plastic tablecloths and grill trading tools. (free; paperlesspost.com) Smart faux-bois and layered ink channel the look of wooden letterpress invitations, with a much slimmer price tag. ($2.56 each; minted.com) Pool Party Who wouldn't want to take a dip with this flamingo decked out in cool shades? ($2.56
each;beaten.com) After spotting this aerial view of a swimming pool, guests will be excited to dip their toes in the water. (free; paperlesspost.com) Garden Party Citrusy shades make a splashy statement. ($2.19 each; tinyprints.com) Peonies pop against kraft paper, creating easy elegance that is perfect for a low-key bridal shower in the backyard. ($44 for 20; papersource.com) TELL US: Which invite do
you find the most? --- PLUS: See more sweet and simple entertaining tips »12 Refreshing Summer Cocktails » 27 Summer Party Centerpieces » DIY Wedding Decorations » This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users access their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Nat Your Average Girl
Sometimes the man or woman of the day may need a little reassurance. Choose a theme and décor that will remind them how great it is to be thirty. Accentuate the theme You're Golden with 3-0 birthday balloons, chalkboard signs, and tons of gold accents. Continue to 2 out of 15 below. Tell Love and Party This is not a standard birthday, it's a milestone. Make sure the place where you celebrate is
decorated to the limit. If you don't have much of a decoration budget, consider crafting garlands and other décor pieces. This wooden birthday banner is a huge upgrade of streamers and balloons. Continue to 3 out of 15 below. @redvelvetbakeryuk / Instagram Many people who were welcome in their 30th year were on the show Friends. Is your friend or family member one of them? Consider a Friends
Reunion theme and serve coffee and muffins as you would find on Central Perk. If the guest of honor was obsessed with another TV show that grew up, consider a theme around that one instead. Continue to 4 out of 15 below. Tell Love and Party If you lack a birthday theme but want to have an elegant outdoor party at dusk, make some paper lanterns to scene. Keep other decorations simple and let the
highlight of the party be the foreignschap, food and drink. Continue to 5 out of 15 below. NviteCP / Etsy Remind everyone what the world was like in the year they were born. Lots of these plates can be purchased and modified. However, if you have graphic design skills, you have a pretty easy one. Take facts like the price of gas, which was president, and other remarkable facts. Continue to 6 out of 15
below. Sugar &amp; Cloth If you want to get your way, make at least one signature cocktail for the night. This birthday cake cocktail is both delicious and fitting. Continue to 7 out of 15 below. PaperGala / Etsy A party idea that has become very popular in recent years is to set up a photo booth. Make sure you lay out props so guests are encouraged to take silly, memorable photos. You pick up a 30th
themed birthday party online or make your own. Continue to 8 out of 15 below. ThreeLittleBirdsDsgn / Etsy If the person who turns 30 loves beer, consider the cheers to thirty years theme. Throw the bash at a local brewery or have their favorite beer stocked and ready at another location. Set games like beer pong to give guests the opportunity. Continue to 9 out of 15 below. Oh Happy Day A relatively
simple and simple way to make a conversation piece for a 30th birthday party is to craft a balloon marquee. Spell a word based on your theme, the name of the guest of honor, or just something to brighten the mood, like the Yay you see here. Continue to 10 out of 15 below. Two purple sofas If you want to go even further back to the past, throw a Roaring Twenties birthday party. Let everyone dress in their
finest inspired clothes from the 1920s and decorate the place with Art Deco-style fixtures. Continue to 11 of 15 below. A subtle revelry This is not a 21st birthday party so don't settle for the standard Jell-O shots. Enhance this cocktail with whipped cream and sprinkles and put them on pie trays of different heights. The nice thing about this recipe is that it can serve as both a drink and a dessert. Make sure all
guests under the legal drinking age manage to stay away! Continue to 12 of 15 below. @cremedelacakess / Instagram This concrete cake sets the stage for a modern and luxurious birthday. Keep the other decorations and food choices simple and refined. To ensure that your guests are in line with the look and feel of this party, require them to wear cocktail clothing. Continue to 13 of 15 below.
@cowtowncookieco/Instagram For the bourbon-loving person in your life, throw a party based on the theme, Aged Thirty Years. One idea is to set up a hip bar with a bartender serving craft cocktails. If this seems too expensive to plan from scratch, rent out space in your favorite bar and ask the establishment if you are decorating in advance and bring in your own food. Continue to 14 of 15 below. Let's
mingle Sometimes small details make a big difference. If you throw the party in a place where the make it feel like they're getting into something else entirely by decorating and rearranging furniture. Remember that small details don't have to be expensive. For example, it can be Simple DIY will elevate your napkins without having to spend a ton of money. Continue to 15 of 15 below. Occasions by Amy Not
that you constantly want to be reminded the guest of honor how old she just turned out, but in some ways you should. If your decorating budget is limited, focus on really focusing on the food and drink spread. Make small printable labels and attach them to toothpicks. Place the toothpicks everywhere. Mixing in themed labels will have a big impact and will hardly cost a thing. Greetings Island Here's another
free, printable bachelorette invitation from Greetings Island that invites the partygoers to a Ladies' Night, whether it's in or out. Customize this invitation in full with the details of name, time, place, and RSVP before you print. You also change the font, font size, font color, and alignment. Additional text and stamps can also be added. Ladies' Night Invites from Greetings Island If you're planning a special
occasion, it's often tempting to put your design skills to work and create your own invitations. But while that's great in theory, time pressure and a lack of creative energy after a long day at work can often mean it's not a good idea in practice. These inventive and imaginative invitation templates offer a third option, so you can add a personal touch to your invitations without much effort... 01. Invite confetti
popper Start the party early with this cool confetti popper invites by Jordan Ferney If you want your party invites to go down with a bang, check out this confetti popper design from Oh Happy Day lifestyle and design blogger Jordan Ferney. While making a save-the-date invitation for her friends, Ferney decided to match party poppers who dismissed details of the event and confetti when activated. Cool, isn't
it?02. Photo booth invites Customize your party invites with this cool photo booth design Personalize your party invitations with this amazing photo booth idea detailed on the Martha Stewart website. Take photos with the iPhone App Photo Booth Classic Plus and secure this downloadable template with all party details on the back. Complete the look by delivering them in glassine envelopes.03. Wedding
invite Adjust the artwork and text on this elegant wedding invitation from Leslie Hamer If your wedding is going to be simple but stylish, then this elegant invitation template from Leslie Hamer may be just what you're after. The design replicates a heart, with the bride and groom initials carved into a tree trunk. The $25 set includes an invitation, RSVP and info card template, all with illustrations and text that
can be changed to any color that fits. Make these mouth-watering ice-cream lollipop invites for this year's summer party Forget boring, generic invitations to the this year's party – whet your guests' appetite with this cool ice lollipop invites, another brilliant design offered on the Martha Stewart website. The design uses glassine and and papers to give the cutouts that look fresh-out-of-the-freezer. There are
templates for Come on Over, Happy Summer and Let's Celebrate designs.05. Baby shower invite Download Lauren Beckley's free template to make this cute baby shower invitation If you're organizing a baby shower and want to add a personal touch, consider this original design by Lauren Beckley. The downloadable template folds to create the shape of the baby's diaper, secured with a ribbon on the
front. Beckley's blog provides full details of the necessary materials and exactly how to make them.06. Ticket invitation This invitation template is a problem for any ticket-themed event If you want your guests to feel special, make that invite only by doubling your invitations as tickets. This template is offered by Etzy seller gracefully for only $1.99. Perfect for any event with a ticket theme, the invitation has
editable text, an area to upload a photo and a gray cut mask for design. Use this simple yet stylish save the date invite template for your next special event This simple yet stylish save the date invite template from The Hummingbird Press is perfect for any special event. The 5x5 card has room for a photo design on the front and vital information on the back. The $8 digital download is a layered Photoshop
PSD file, with instructions and font names included. Did you like this? Read this! Did you spy on an ad template for a creative invitation? Let us know in the comments below! Below!
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